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GEORGE LUCAS'S SPACE FANTASY EXAMINED BY:

1.

STEVE D1VEY: *a masterpiece

2.

CHRIS FOWLER: 'a stunning

3.

ROGER E. WOLF:

of the genre,

do not niss it."

vision of the unlimited future..’

a compilation of background information on

THE FILM AND ITS MAKERS

by then twenty years old ana still exercised the power to
rivet legions of rowdy and sticky kids to their seats tor
fifteen minutes as each weekly cliffhanger approached.

George Lucas, the writer and director ot Star Vara, waa in
spired when young by Plash Gordon. His interest in the coelchla movie career.

His aim In making Star Wars waa to construct

him tor the dangerous goings-on he is involved with.
Artoo-Detoo (R3-D2) Is a small, dome-shaped computer
on legs, played when not In motion by three foot
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STAR WARS: A PERSONAL VIEW

of good apace opera.

Flash Gordon first appeared aa a newspaper atrip cartoon
created by Alex Raynond around 1938 Three flla aerials
of about 15 episodes each have been ends starring Buster
Crabbe In the title role. These are:
Flaah Cordon directed by Frederick Stephan! <18361
Flash Gordon 's Trip To Mars directed by Forde Beebe and
Robert Hill (18381
Flash Gordon Conquers The Univeriu' directed by Ray Taylor

particularly If you have seen the original. The version
shoeing in this country Is eight alnutes short, and has
been cut oeing to its sexual content. Recoaaended.

by chris fowler
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■ctor which demonstra

that in too years ot watching science fiction sod fantasy

John Dykstra (Special Photographic Effects) and John

With American Graffiti George Lucas created a brilliant
vision of the past of American youth; with Star Wars he
has created a stunning vision of the unlimited future of
no urglnga to repent the experience of aeelng it.

STAR WARS: THE BACKGROUND

compiled by

1 have

Roger e. wolf

short tllns shout the waking ot Curl Foresan's McKenna's
Foresee'a tils. Lucas then won a scholarship to Warner

direction of Francis Ford Coppola. While working as

Star Wire.- Behind The Scenes:

B
The success of all this can be seen when the film is
measured up against the special effects in 2001. which

I wanted to make a movie about an old man and a kid. And
I knew I wanted the old man to be a real old nan and have a

in Star Wars. 2001 had only 35 Yet whereas 2001
cost $10 million to make. Star Wars, despite the
space fantasy In which all the Influences are working
together. There are certain traditional aspects of the

The film features more than a dosen robots. In fact,
but the two major ones are C-3P0 (Threepio) and R2-D2

in two full shifts, ILK executed the 360 sepsrate special
effects shots in the film. Altogether film enhancement and
special effects are visible for half the running time of the

wear specially supplied goggles

Cameras had to be
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through the Cgly Agency.

I can't tell you hoe thrilled

as If they didn't have hair-dryer heads and things like
that. I vented to alt next to Vooklwa, vbleh are tall.

Ms Fisher adalte that she enjoyed doing the stunts

van scared to death.

And ebon I finally did It, I felt

Id Death Valley and Yavin Jungle material van photographed
In the Mayan rulna of Tlakl, National Park. Guatenala.

Carrie Fisher:
Carrie Fisher vaa born on 21st October. 19S6. the daughter
of Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Flaher, and raised In Beverly
Bills. At the age of 13 abe nade bar first unannounced
appearance on stage with her nother during a sunner tour
and surprised everyone el th her strong, deep singing voice.
She continued naklng appearances vlth her nother during
auaaer vacations until she van 17.
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pardon me it I don't seem my usual robust self today. I went
r
round a few room parties last night, living it up — now
I'm trying to live it down. Actually, the night started to
go a bit wrong when I found myself at a temperance room party.
which wasn't quite what I had planned on. I'm not saying the host
was unfannlsh — but that was the first convention party I'd ever
been to where I was expected to buy Tupperware.
I got out of there in a burry, because we've got all the
Tupperware we need at home. Oir fridge, the pantry, all the
cupboards, are filled with Tupperware. There's no room for food
— just these heaps and heaps of plastic boxes which break your
nails when you tty to open the lids. When I die I'm going to be
put away in a Tupperware coffin — I think I ordered it last night
— and the worms just won't be able to get near me. When alien
super-beings land on the deserted Earth in a few thousand years
from now and start looking around tor a human being to resurr
ect. I'll probably be fresh as a daisy in there. The only trouble
is, the alien super-beings probably won't be able to get my lid
off...
Anyway, by* the time I got to a proper room-party I hadn't
had a drink for about half an hour, and you know how it is with
booze — a long period of abstinence like that really whets your
appetite for it. 1 think 1 ma}' possibly have imbibed a little too
much, because this morning I had a bad headache, and there was
no Alka-Seltzer or aspirin. Luckily, one of the committee was
kind enough to nip out and get me some pain-killer they make in
a little shop just around the corner from here — it's a local an
aesthetic - and that enabled me to come here as planned to tell
you all about the Bermondsey triangle mystery.
Now, to me. one of the most intriguing and sinister things
about the Bermondsey triangle mystery is that nobody has ever
heard of it!
I mean, practically everybody has heard about the old Ber
muda triangle mystery, and It's even got to the point of popularity
where the mystery is self-perpetuating. Did you know that the
last three ships to disappear in the Bermuda triangle were carry
ing cargoes of books about the Bermuda triangle mystery? There's
so much demand for them in that area that whole fleets loaded
up with the books are charging about all over the Caribbean, run
ning into each other, getting sunk, and adding to the legend.
They're Uttered about all over the seabed, and what worries me
is that pulp paper is terribly absorbent. One of these days we're
going to hear a loud slurping noise — and the Caribbean will dis
appear! And Castro will blame it on the CIA...
There's even a new TV series about the Bermuda triangle
— called The Fantastic Journey — which combines the scientific
authenticity of Space: 1999 with the gripping story quality* of Look
at Ute on a visit to Bootle. I mustn't start being sarcastic about
Space: 1999 again, though - last time I did that I offended the
show's regular viewers, and they both wrote to me about it. And
I think one of them had even gone to the expense of buying a new
crayon! Mention of The Fantastic Journey reminds me that one
of my problems with the show is that, after all those Planet of
the Apes programmes. I can't bear to look directly at Roddy McDowall any more. All I see Is Galen... skinned: It's hard to
think of anything more revolting.
But I was talking about the self-perpetuating nature of the

Bermuda triangle mystery, a process which I find interesting. A
vaguely parallel case has occurred up In the Lake District, where
1 live. There's a local confectionery called Kendal mint cake
which, for some reason. Is always brought along by climbers who
are tackling Everest. The manufacturers set great store by this,
and on the waxy wrappers always list the numerous mountaineer
ing expeditions of the last fifty years which sustained themselves
on difficult climbs by eating Kendal mint cake. What they care
fully don't mention is the fate of the Peruvian Everest expedition
of 1949, which was swept away on the south face, not by snow...
but by an avalanche of discarded Kendal mint cake wrappers.
This shows the dangers of being a litter lout. It really is
antisocial to go around throwing down old bus tickets and choc
olate wrappers - except, of course, on the Continent, where they
have a much better class of litter. One of the things that appealed
to my snob instinct on my first trip across the Channel — it was
on a day trip to Calais — was that even the garbage was in French.
But this is getting away from the Bermondsey triangle
mystery, which Is my main subject today. "What is the Bermondsey
triangle mystery?" you must be asking yourselves. If you aren't,
I've been wasting my time up here throwing out these tantalising
hints, planting fish-hooks. That's something that authors do, you
know. They go around planting fish-hooks. Other people plant
seeds; authors plant fish-hooks. It’s really stupid — because no
thing ever grows from fish-hooks. I think the worms come along
and eat them. Especially if they're worms like the ones I've got
in my garden. The soil in my garden is so poor that the worms
go around In gangs attacking birds. One of them savaged the
postman last week!
1 know. 1 know! This is getting away from the subject of
the Bermondsey triangle mysteiy, as well. In fact, some of you
are saying 1 can't get away from the subject of the Bermondsey
triangle mystery when I haven't even got near it. Some of you
may even be entertaining doubts that there Is a Bermondsey tri
angle mystery.
Well, let me tell you... There's another funny thing —
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that business about entertaining doubts. Why do we always enter
tain doubts, while the best that can happen to more deserving
cases such as beliefs and convictions is that they'll be firmly
held? It hardly seems fair.
Now... what was 1 talking about? Oh, yes — the Bermondset- triangle mystery - This first came to my attention about twenty
years ago, and I want to emphasise that I'm talking about direct,
first-hand experience here — unlike these literary charlatans who
write sensational books based on old newspaper clippings which
were probably all wrong to start off with.
My first tiny and apparently insignificant clue was... You
know. I love the way all tales of scientific discovery start off
with a tiny and apparently insignificant clue — though I suppose
it has to be that way. When James Watt was getting ready to in
vent the steam engine the only thing he had to inspire him was
the bobbing up and down of the lid of a hot kettle, and his genius
lay in seeing its potential. I mean, if be had been watching the
kettle boil and suddenly it had gone toot-toot and shot off in the
direction of London, picking up passengers and collecting mail
bags. anybody could have got the idea of the steam locomotive
from it. Though James Watt, being a true genius, might have
jumped up and said, "If only we could harness this energy to
make tea:"
(Come to think of It. perhaps that's what actually happens
— the tea 1 get on British Rail tastes like it came out of the en
gine, though only a lea connoisseur like Ethel Lindsay could be
absolutely certain. In view of that fact, I feel no guilt about tell
ing you the method I have devised for gening free tea on train
journeys. They operate a two-man system when they're bringing
the lea around - the first bloke comes along asking who wants
tea. and if anybody does he takes his money and gives him a plas
tic cup. which acts both as a tea container and a receipt. A few
minutes later the second bloke works his way along the train,
filling all the cups. So all you have to do, before leaving home,
is to make sure you pack a few plastic cups, and set one out in
front of you at the appropriate moment...)
But all this is straying away from the subject of the Ber
mondsey triangle mystery. I don't know why it keeps happening —
must be something I wrote. This tins' “nd apparently insignificant
clue I started to tell you about was a strange aberration in the
otherwise fairly unremarkable behaviour of James While. Jim. of
course, is a writer whose name is well-known to all readers of
journals such as Analog, New Worlds, and Stubb's Gazette.
He is also, as everylxxfy knows, a very' steady, respect
able and sober person — compared to many other science fiction
writers, that is. Admittedly, he has done a few odd things in his
life. There was that time when he worked for a tailoring concern,
and an encyclopaedia salesman called at his home one evening...
Jim brought him in and sold him a suit!
But occasional lapses like that apart, he Ilves a very even
sort of life — which is why my curiosity was aroused when Jim
abruptly disappeared for four days. 1 remember the occasion very
well, because it happened one faster — a time when you would
expect a man like him to be at home with his wife and family,
helping the children roll eggs down hillsides, and spoiling the
whole thing for them by lecturing about the mechanics of inclined
planes, and about how It was all Just another way of demonstrating
Newton's ideas about Inertia and gravitation. All authors who have
sold to Analog tend to go on like that.
Unlike a ship or a plane which disappears in the Bermuda
triangle, however. Jim reappeared In his old haunts a few days
later — but he was a changed man! He was tired and shaken, his
eyfes were glazed over, there was a strange spirituous smell from
his breath, and he was incoherent about what had happened to him.
He had obviously been through some traumatic, mind-w'arping ex
perience which was too awful to talk about, perhaps too awful to
cocaprehend.
1 have to admit that I didn't investigate the matter fully
al that time, because I was busy with other Important scientific
researches — namely work on my perpetual motion machine. I
slaved away over that machine for many years belore reluctantly
giving up. In the end I was forced to admit that - no matter what
ingenious mechanisms I Invented, no matter what clever refine
ments I tried — there was just no way to stop the blasted thing.
This was a big disappointment to me. but at least it gave me
more time to sturh Jim White's behaviour, which had steadily
grown more mysterious and intriguing.
He kept on vanishing every Easter — always returning in

the same comatose condition — and then, to my horror, it began
to happen in November as well: His condition was obviously de
teriorating. I began following him on these strange excursions,
regardless of any physical danger involved — us dedicated re
searchers are like that, you see — and found that the same thing
was happening to hundreds of other apparently normal men and
women. Twice a year they were drawn, lemming-like, to some
mysteriously prearranged point, where they milled around for
several days - often having no rest throughout the entire period before disbanding and returning to their normal lives.
What, I wondered, was it all about? What occult power was
influencing these people to make them behave in this fashion?
Well, the first thing a scientist does when investigating a
widespread phenomenon like this Is to organise the data and im
pose some kind of order on it. Actually, that's not quite true.
The very first thing a scientist does in a cue like this is to apply
for a Government grant, to keep him in beer and smokes during
his labours, but I knew I wouldn't gel any money from the Estab
lishment. There had been ill will between me and the authorities
ever since I reported a smuggling gang, run by a chap named
Leacock, to the Customs and Excise and they had failed to do any
thing about it. It turned out that this gang were being fiendishly
clever — they only smuggled stuff there was no duty on! The au
thorities are powerless against men like that... so naturally they
resented me for exposing their Incompetence. They covered up
their embarrassment by threatening to prosecute me for wasting
their time, so I knew there was no point In applying for Govern
ment money.
Instead I drew a map of the country and plotted out all the
locations where I knew the strange mass hysteria had occurred.
And it came out like this:

Note the significant shape of the plot! A triangle! Can this
be a coincidence? I nsk you, CAN THIS BE A COINCIDENCE?
Of course not!
Because this is just a rough diagram 1 can't show the pre
cise trigonometries 1 calculated, but suffice it to say that the
bottom right-hand corner of the triangle is positioned in the Lon
don borough of Bermondsey — hence the name I have given to the
entire area involved. (In actual fact, the corner of the triangle
proved to be located a little further south... To be totally pre
cise. It Is in the back room of a Chinese take-away in Peckham
High Street... but who in his right mind would want to hear a
talk about the Peckham triangle mystery?)
Now, as soon as 1 got an inkling of what I might be on to,
I realised I needed expert help In unravelling the mystery in
volved, and 1 began looking around for somebody with the necess
ary intellectual qualities. My first choice was L. Ron Hubbard,
but I had lost touch with him soon after he Invented Scientology
and... I have to be careful about how I say this... made a cult
of himself. I then contacted a friend who shall be nameless, be
cause be is on the Seacon in *79 committee. He had the right sort
of mental attributes, but he was too busy getting Brighton rearbfor its first convention. In fact, when he heard I would be ad
dressing this convention he asked me to pass on a message to
ail of you who have asked questions about Britton in general,
and in particular about the famous Brighton peer.
Talking about the Brighton peer, he said. "This criminal
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lunatic, who operates from the rooftops of tall buildings In central
Brighton — thus forcing people to carry umbrellas at all times
of the year — has not been apprehended at the time of writing,
but the local police are confident he will be behind bars by 1979.
There Is some doubt about which bars he will actually be behind,
but a close watch is being kept on all licensed premises in the
area. A new clue about his identity has come from a tip-off that
he is an East German who defected over the Berlin Wall. 'That
is a superhuman feat, considering the height of the wall.' said a
spokesman for the Brighton police, 'and shows the calibre of the
man we're up against.' "
That's getting away from the Bermondsey triangle again,
but I thought you deserved the break — after all, none of you
has done me any harm. I was saying that I was at a loss about
who to turn to for help in sorting out this mystery, then I
thought of the perfect man for the job... that great German-Irish
writer, scholar and scientific researcher - Von Donegan!
1 had trouble finding Von Donegan, because he moves
around a lot — with the sort of books he writes he finds it advis
able. I tried his various clubs — the Playboy Club, Foyle's Book
Club, the Shillelagh (that's an Irish club) but he wasn't al any of
those places. I was getting desperate when I remembered reading
that you have only to stand in Piccadilly Circus long enough and
you will eventually meet everybody in the world. This seemed a
good logical approach, so 1 went and stood there and, sure enough.
I did meet people from all parts of the globe, and some from the
One Tun as well.
Piccadilly Circus really lived up to its reputation, because
one of the first people I met was a genuine Bolivian Indian! He
told me he was in England to research a science fiction novel he
was writing about Ian Watson. Then 1 was approached ami propos
itioned by a lady of the town, but when she noticed my BSFA
badge she made an excuse and left. I have often since wondered
what she thought BSFA meant. She possibly figured out that the
BS stood for Bob Shaw, but the mind boggles at what she might
have made of the rest. The next person to come along was Ian
Watson, who told me he was a bit worried by a new delusion he
had about being followed everywhere by a Bolivian Indian...
And finally, just as the immutable laws of probability said
he would, along came Von Donegan. To those of you who don't
understand the mathematics of chance this might seem an unlikely
coincidence, but probability math is a wonderful thing. For in
stance, if two people lose each other in a large department store
the laws of probability say there's no guarantee they'll ever meet
up again unless one of them stands still. When you think of it.
this is not a very helpful statement. In fact, it makes the poor
lost person's dilemma even worse — because now he doesn't even
know if he should start searching around or just stand there. And
if you stand around too long some sales assistant will come along
and start undressing you. This could be quite good fun. except
that they always start by detaching your arms and head.
Anyway, I was talking about my meeting with Von Donegan.
Strangely enough, he didn't seem all that pleased to see me. He
was hurrying past with a furtive expression on his luce when I
stejped out of a shop doorway and grabbed him by the lapels of
his raincoat. He stared at me... and we danced tor a while...
then he said, "Are you fallowing me?"

"Certainly not," I said.
"Thank God for that," he said. "1 must be losing my mind
— I keep thinking I'm being followed by another science fiction
writer and a bloodv Hed Indian.”
"Bolivian." I said.
"No, it's true," he said.
I took him Into a nearby pub to steady his nerves and
ordered two large gin-and-tonics. He grabbed both bottles of
tonic and poured them into his own gin.
"Wl.a! axe
uuing?" I said.
"Diluting my gin," he replied. 'T always use two bottles
because I'm part German — this is typical two-tonic efficiency."
"That's a good one." I said, trying to humour him. "What
squirts out of a siphon into your whisky glass and makes sarcas
tic remarks?”
*T don't know," he said.
"Caustic soda," I said. "Do you get it ? Caustic soda!"
"My God," he said nervously, "and 1 thought _! was going
mad — 1 knew I should never have ventured inside the Bermond
sey triangle."
"That's what 1 wanted to talk to you about," 1 said, seizing
the opportunity. I ordered two more gins, and three tonics, and
over the next hour or so got the scientific explanation for the
Bermondsey triangle mystery out of him.
The story goes back some two million years, or it might
be ten million years — Von Donegan didn't want to be pinned down
too much on precise dates — and It turned out that my Bermond
sey triangle was, in fact, the cradle of civilisation on Earth.
Forget all that stuff about Lake Victoria and Lake Rudolph and
Mesopotamia and lhe Valley of the Nile — this fs where it all
happened. Right here!
And not only did the human race start off here, but the
area was inhabited by no less than four non-human civilisations,
as well! There's one thing you can say for Von Donegan — he
certainly gives value for money.
This diagram (Diagram B) shows the British Isles as they
were two million or ten million years ago. There was Ireland on
the west, looking pretty much lhe way it looks today. Then there
was lhe high ground of Scotland and Wales close by. The reason
they are so close Is something to do with the science of plate
tectonics. At one time — it sounds ridiculous. I know — all the
continents were whizzing about all over the place on plates!
And at one stage. America and Canada came shooting
across the Atlantic and crashed Into Ireland — which must have
played hell with their no-claims bonus. As well as pushing Ireland
closer to England, that same collision formed the mountains of
Wales, the Lake District and the Scottish Highlands — that's what
I call typical tectonic efficiency. America and Canada, having
done all that damage, then sneaked back to where they had come
from, without even leaving a note with their names and addresses.
At the time I'm speaking of, the whole east and lower side
of England was covered by a shallow sea, the waters of which
were warm and clear — and which provided an ideal breeding
ground for a very large and Intelligent species of cod. The civil
isation of the Cod People flourished apace for many centuries.
They were a happy, contented sort of race, whose only vice was
that they liked to get a hit high every Saturday night on their nat
ive drink, which was known as codswallop.
The only thorn in their sides was that a short distance to
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the west, In the fertile plains of prehistoric Ireland and Wales,
another intelligent race had sprung up. They had quite literally
sprung up, because this was a species of giant tubers, known as
Taters. 1 have spoken on a previous occasion about the ability of
vegetables to develop intelligence, and this new research vindi
cates everything I said. The civilisation of the Taters flourished
apace for many centuries. as well... (This is Just like a bit from
Last and First Men, isn't it? Olaf Stapledon, move overt) ...and
their culture reached some degree of sophistication, with a welldeveloped caste system. The evidence indicates that the ruling
caste of aristocrats were known as King Edwards, and there is
even a legend that a young, high-born female Tater dashed up to
her mother one day, her eyes shining... all of them... and said,
"Mum, I'm engaged!"
Her mother said. "Who to? Remember you're a King Ed
ward. and you can't just marry anybody who comes along."
And the girl Tater said, 'It's Dickie Davies, of The
World of Sport*."
And her mother said, "You can't many that commonAnyway. sad to relate, enmity developed between the Cod
People and the Taters. It was mainly on account of the Cod Peo
ple's noisy booze-ups every Saturday night — and if you've ever
been near a cod when it has got a bit high you'll have some sym
pathy with the Taters'point of view. They started attacking the Cod
People, who responded by building a huge wire mesh fence run
ning northrto-south along the western edge of their domain to shut
out the Taters. This restored the status quo. and the two races
might have eventually learned to co-exist in peace — but at this
point Nature played a grim jest. (1 don't know if it was as grim
as some of my Jests, but it was pretty nasty.)
At this crucial point in time — the Earth tilted on its axis!
It flopped over by 23} degrees.
Those of you who have logical, trained, scientific minds
will — as well as quietly vomiting into your convention booklet
envelopes — have leaped ahead of me at this point, and realised
the significance of the 23} degree angle I marked on Diagram A.
The effect was cataclysmic: Even bigger, would you be
lieve. than the upheaval caused by the recent reorganisation of
the BSFA:
All the water that bad been covering eastern England
swilled away Into the North Sea, leaving the poor Cod People
flopping about in puddles dying horrible and protracted deaths.
And, to add Insult to injury, all the Taters were thrown with
great force against the wire mesh fence... were sliced up by It...
and showered down on top of the dying Cod People in the form
of long rectangular prisms.
The vision Is almost too horrible to contemplate — two
noble and once-proud races wiped out in the twinkling of an eye,
their pitiful remains inextricably mixed up together.
At that stage. Nature — as though shamed by the mute
reproaches of her own gory handiwork — drew a shroud of ice
and snow over the scene of carnage. (What a pity that Stirring
Science Stories had to cease publication — I could have sold this
stuff to them for a fortune:) The workings of Nature's cover-up
job are explained in Diagram C. The Earth had tilted by 23} de
grees, but it was done with such a jolt that the polar Ice cap skid
ded on a bit further — rather like a fried egg in a new non-stick

frying pan — and coded up with its bottom edge across the south
ern part of England. The line marking the lower limit of the ice
cap — as can best be shown on Diagram B — passes, not without
significance, exactly through Bermondsey. (Actually, it passes
through the back room of a Chinese take-away in Peckham High
Street, but we've already decided not to go Into that. I got into
enough trouble through going into the back room of the Bangla
desh in Newcastle.)
What, you must be asking, is the next startling revelation
in this tale of Earth in the throes of cosmic upheaval?
Well, I'll tell you — otherwise there wouldn't be much
point in me sitting up here like a berk when I could be in the bar
enjoying myself. The next thing that happened was that a race of
alien beings descended from the stars and, because they came
from a very chilly planet, settled around the North Pole. Von
Donegan has already dealt extensively with these invaders, whom
he dubbed Icekimocs, in his book The Skateboards of the Gods —
but that Is a slightly misleading title, because the Icckimoes act
ually went around In huge salt-powered sleds.
These bizarre vehicles, which could only have been the
product of an alien mind, operated on an ingenious principle. Each
one had a large salt shaker mounted in front of It. The salt was
shaken down on to the ice. which promptly melted, creating a
small hill which the sled slid down — and the process was contin
uously repeated. Ah, I can see that the technically-minded people
in the audience are objecting to this notion on sound engineering
principles — and 1 know what your objection Is. You're saying the
sleds would never be able to cariy enough salt to go any distance.
Well, the Iceklmoes thought of that, naturally, and they positioned
salt dumps, for refuelling, all over their territories which ex
tended to the southern extremities of the ice cap.
However, the millennia rolled onwards inexorably, the ice
cap retreated from England and reformed in its proper place, and
the enigmatic Iceklmoes withdrew from the stage of world history
to be lost forever In the swirling Arctic snows. (You know, this
stuff is too good for Stirring Science Stories — if I polished It up
a bit I bet I could flog it to Readers' Digest. It would look well
in there beside all those articles about how getting cancer is act
ually quite enjoyable. My favourite article from Readers' Digest
was the one entitled "New Hope for the Dead".)
As I was saying, the iceklmoes gradually disappeared,
leaving no traces of their existence except for numerous mounds
of salt all over the place — but then a new lot of alien Invaders
came up from the south. Little is known about this second wave
of invaders, partly because Von Donegan hasn't had time to cook
up much archaeological evidence about them, partly because their
empire was confined to areas of the world where the top layer
was composed of limestone or chalk. The reason for this seem
ingly arbitrary limit to their movements is that they used vehicles
which were even more ingenious than salt-powered sleds — they
used vinegar-powered hovercraft:
Ancient hieroglyphs on the walls of caves near Dover —
which Von Donegan Is hoping to finish carving before he goes on
his holidays next month — clearly show these beings sitting on
their little hovercraft, which worked by spraying acetic acid on
the chalky ground and floating on the clouds of carbon dioxide
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sons — not to be confused with Saracens — because their fuel
was remarkably similar to a well-known brand nt vinegar.
For a brief period the Sarsons ranged over that part of
Britain which has a lop stratum of chalk or limestone, an area
whose eastern edge is a fairly straight line running downwards
from Newcastle through... you've guessed it: ...the back room
of the Chinese take-away in Peckham High Street.
And there you have it: The Bermondsey triangle clearly
defined, tor all to see:
In case you haven't already worked it out. I should explain
a general lee Age was coming and their technology wasn't suffic
iently advanced to enable them to invent a satisfactory anti-freeze
for their vinegar. They retreated to the south, the Ice Age held
sway for thousands of years, and when the glaciers finally re
treated Homo Sapiens had at last appeared on the scene. Who
said "Bloody near time:" down at the back there?
Anyway, life was very difficult at first for lids puny hair
less creature with his ineffectual teeth — this was long lielore the
National Health Service provided him with wigs and stainless steel
dentures for next to nothing. It was even before the Biblical
scribes had started to write screenplays for Charlton Heston, and
early man would have died away in short order had he not found
the one place on Earth where survival was easy. Preserved in
the permafrost of the Bermondsey triangle Wits n tectonic plate
of fish and chips, ready-sprinkled with salt and vinegar.
When conditions were toohnrsh for Intelligent Illi* through
out the rest of the world, the ffsh-and-chlp mines ol lhe Ber
mondsey triangle were supporting thriving communities ol wellnourished human beings, who — once or twice a year — gathered
at the largest diggings to replenish their supplies and to give
thanks to their deities.
Small wonder, then, that deep-rooted racial memories
cause some ol their descendants to flock to the same places and
go through half-understood rituals. Large numbers of them cram
themselves into small rooms nt night and drink vast amounts ol
alcoholic liquor, much to the annoyance of those In neighbouring
rooms — thus acting out the role of the Cod People getting tanked
up on codswallop and enraging the Tatcrs.

Many small blocks of duplicated [taper are thrown around,

sliced up Tatcrs. And a tall, priestly. Imposing figure, cere
monially robed, or sometimes ceremonially disrobed, passes
among the pilgrims, distributing pork pies which are symbolic
ol — and nearly as old as -s the primaeval fish and chips.

Von Donegan believes that lhe largoamounls ol alcohol
drunk during lhe day al these strange congresses represents the
acetic acid which the Sarsons sprinkled over everything from
their hovercraft — which reminds me that I have leit a large
vinegar-and-tonic out in the liar...
Bob Shaw, April 1977.
First heard as a talk at Eastercon *77: first published in the
June 1977 issue of Maya, number 14.
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fiction novles. Since then - I didn't know how or where or
whet I’d have to be doing when I grew up- And here I an.

a done-type, two box-robots (with trailers) and others,
’the kid* on novie sets-... I realised that wy character,
Luke Skywaler, was really George while wo were fllning In

sane systen as renote-controlled nodel aeroplanes.

The

The robots wore built iron designs made by Ralph McQuarrle.
Steara and hie staff talked with various exports in
robotics, including a professor at St. Mary's College
London, and artificial Hub specialists at Queen Mary's

regarding pneunatlcs and electronics, giving the creators
of Star Wars a whole new practical application to what
la happening in the field of robotica.

"Pros then on. 1 foBowed through on ny feelings. I bo ear. to
-trace iBlp and flying off Into outer space.

"Making thia novie has been to George like playing vlth a
big toy. He bad a great tine. While we wore fllning, Carrie
She gave the toy to George and he wouldn't put the thing down.

and alnlng It at laaginary villains, he did spend a lot of

heliun platol away fron bln."

Star Wars Press git; Tine May 30, 1977; Locus 202.
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